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How to tell if your vendor’s claims are valid: Part Four

Inaccurate marketing claims and outcomes reports are proliferating. The Validation
Institute has staked out a position as the leader in assisting/promoting vendors and
consultants in the “Integrity Segment” of the healthcare services market.  

How can you tell if your adviser is in the Integrity Segment? The easiest way: did they
send you to this series or did you have to find it on your own?

Part Four shows how to use outcomes/risk reduction claims as a plausibility test for

savings claims. The former drives the latter. If you reduce risk factors, for example, then

way down the road you might see a reduction in heart attacks or diabetes events. 

The first thing to understand is that it is very hard to actually reduce risk in a population.

That’s why vendors rely upon regression to the mean and participation bias to generate

the perception of savings. Optimistically, as acknowledged by Ron Goetzel (the best-

known wellness promoter): “It may take two to three years…to get a 1% to 2%

improvement” in health behaviors. Improvements in health behaviors would then

presumably translate into reduced risk for that 1% to 2% of your population, that would

eventually prevent 1% to 2% of heart attacks and diabetes expenses. And that would

save 1% to 2% of spending.

It turns out that this cascade of seemingly conservative assumptions is far too

optimistic, for five reasons:

(1)  It is very unlikely that you will see even a 1% to 2% outcomes improvement from any 

validly measured behavior-based program. The recent randomized trials at

University of Illinois and BJ’s Wholesale Club confirm this. Frontiers in Psychology

reports that wellness programs might have the reverse effect. And programs

focused on weight may cause acute harm by exacerbating eating disorders.

(2)  A 1% to 2% change in health behaviors does not translate into a 1% to 2% risk 

reduction. The Illinois study showed some people changing their health behaviors,

but reaped no change in risk factors. 

https://www.chicagotribune.com/lifestyles/health/sc-wellness-programs-health-0720-20160718-story.html
https://www.chicagotribune.com/lifestyles/health/sc-wellness-programs-health-0720-20160718-story.html
https://www.nber.org/programs-projects/projects-and-centers/workplace-wellness/illinois-workplace-wellness-summary-results
https://www.hrdive.com/news/wellness-plans-provide-few-benefits-study-of-bjs-wholesale-club-reveals/553140/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2018.02206/full
https://theysaidwhat.net/2017/11/10/final-installment-3-more-stories-of-wellness-shame-and-harms/


(3)  A change in modifiable risk factors does not change total risk anywhere near 

proportionately, because genetics drive total risk too.

 

(4)  Due to the time lag between risk and actual illness, many of those 1% to 2% of 

employees who may have changed their health behaviors to possibly reduce their risk

factors will have quit or retired before they reap the benefit of avoiding a heart attack or

diabetes.

 

(5)  Hospitalizations for diabetes and heart attacks in the commercially insured population 

don’t account for 1% to 2% of spend. For the most recent year for which good data was

available, they account for about 6% of the 10.8 million hospitalizations. If

hospitalizations are half of spending, a 1.5% reduction in 6% of them will reduce

spending by a measly 0.45%. 
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If that 0.45% of spending seems way off to you, it is. The decimal is in the wrong place. It’s

0.045%. That means if you spend $10,000/covered person, you save $4.50/year, or about

$0.38/month. This is a bit lower than the claim from the Health Enhancement Research

Organization, which is the wellness industry’s lobbying/trade association. They claim

wellness will save almost $1/month in admissions. They have made the report

unavailable, but the key display is this one:
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This is gross savings, not net savings. One might call it: “Savings before fees,” because

this $0.99 does not include the program fees. To be truly accurate, one might call it:

“Savings before fees and other costs,” which are listed here:
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To be really, really accurate, we should include what is listed in this snippet too, and call

the $0.99/month: “Savings before fees, costs and increased medical claims”:

Nonetheless, we will give the entire benefit of the doubt to the wellness industry’s set of

assumptions above that are so optimistic to make Pollyanna blush. 

Ignoring the clear admission to the contrary, we will assume that the roughly $12/year has

no offsetting fees, costs or medical claims. And ignoring all dropouts, we will assume that

employees do achieve Mr. Goetzel’s projected 2% risk reduction. That means for each

percentage point of risk reduction, $6 is saved. Keep that in mind as you read what

vendors claim…and a simple division can be used to check the plausibility of those claims.

https://grammarist.com/words/pollyanna/


Applying the plausibility test

Vendor outcomes reports generally include a reduction in risk, blood pressure,

cholesterol, weight etc. among people who didn’t drop out.  That reduction usually isn’t

much different from Mr. Goetzel’s projection.

Using the wellness industry’s highly aspirational assumptions and THC-infused logic

above, the best-case savings figure should look something like that $6 per risk factor

reduced. The rest of this article will show you how to do this calculation as a plausibility

test of the alleged savings. You simply divide the savings by the risk factor reduction

achieved. This division produces what is known as the Wishful Thinking Factor, or WTF.

Let’s look at some examples.

You may recall this example from the installment on regression to the mean:
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https://validationinstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Part-1-How-to-tell-if-your-vendors-claims-are-valid.pdf


That regression-to-the-mean installment focused on the red and green cells, showing

how low-risk cohorts tend to become riskier while high-risk cohorts tend to become less

risky regardless of any intervention.

This time, focus on the top of the chart, where (excluding dropouts and non-participants,

of course), 1009 risks are listed as reduced while 791 increased, for a net of 228 risk

factors reduced on 5,275 people, or roughly 0.4 risk factors per person.

For this WTF division, consider the vendor’s savings claimed by industry sector:
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To calculate the WTF in, for example, distribution, divide the $288 in annual savings by

0.4. This gives you a WTF of $656 per risk factor reduced. The other two industries would

show a four-figure WTF. The report has been pulled down, so we can’t link to it. You can

source the original from Robin Foust of MyCatalyst Consulting, who wrote the original

report.

Nebraska State Employee Program

Here is another example, from the C. Everett Koop Award-winning, albeit highly

controversial, Nebraska state employee wellness program. The change in risk factors is as

follows:

https://validationinstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Part-1-How-to-tell-if-your-vendors-claims-are-valid.pdf
https://lexch.com/news/statewide/award-puts-state-at-center-of-wellness-program-debate/article_3d067a4e-ed5e-11e2-b082-0019bb2963f4.html


The total number of risks reduced on these 5199 repeat participants -- excluding the

hundreds who dropped out, of course -- was 161. 

The total savings claimed, as you can see from the article, was $4.2 million, yielding a WTF

of $26,000 per risk factor reduced. To put this in perspective, the average person spends

$10,000/year on healthcare as a whole. 

McKesson

McKesson’s highly controversial Koop Award-winning program (are you seeing a pattern

here?) made a table of its before-and-after risk scores:
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https://www.benefitnews.com/news/wellness-roi-comes-under-fire


As we saw with Wellsteps in the previous installment on comparisons to trend, one rule of

outcomes evaluation is: when a vendor does not add up columns of numbers, add them

up yourself. The same is true here. Once the impressive decreases in risk are netted

against the increases, the average risk reduction for the five measured variables was

about 1.04%. But instead of saving $6, they claimed $916 (scroll to page 10), yielding a

WTF of $880. (They reported many different savings figures, so it’s a bit hard to pin down.

It’s even hard to pin down their risk reduction, as the linked article above points out that

their average weight increased and decreased at the same time.)

US Corporate Wellness…and the classic vendor defense.

On another occasion, the vendor calculated their own WTF, sort of. Technically, this WTF

would be infinite:
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https://validationinstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Part-3-How-to-tell-if-your-vendors-claims-are-valid.pdf
http://thehealthproject.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/McKesson_Koop-Award-Application-2015.pdf
http://thehealthproject.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/McKesson_Koop-Award-Application-2015.pdf


This brings up the question – that vendors will fall back on when you point out that risks

really didn’t decline: “Yes, but they would have risen because our population got older.” 

No one can really say how much the increase due to age is. People are more likely to gain

weight and see increases in cholesterol and blood pressure…but are also more likely to

get their tobacco use and drinking under control. The average risk in the Nebraska chart

is 1.72. Suppose people go from 0.5 risks to 3 risks over 50 years, averaging about 1.75.

That’s an increase of 2.5 risk factors in 50 years, or 0.05 risks per year. 

Make the assumption that the risks would have risen by that amount for US Corporate

Wellness. Dividing their $350 by 0.05 yields an WTF for US Corporate Wellness of $7000

per risk factor avoided. 

At least it’s more plausible than infinity.

Testing for plausibility: summary of the WTF

Calculating the WTF should now be easy. Start with the number of risk factors reduced.

Keep in mind that the risk reduction has to be across the entire population, of course. That

was covered in the first installment. So, in the case of Robin Foust’s calculation above, you

don’t divide by the 1009 factors reduced. You divide by the net change in risk factors

(228).

Divide the total savings by the total number of risk factors reduced across the population,

just like we did above. Once you have the answer, call up the vendor and say: WTF???

Coming Next

Part Five is two parts in one. The first half will offer you questions to ask the vendor. It is

best to ask them in person, but in an RFP as well. The second half will look at the latest

fad, which is vendors getting themselves peer-reviewed in academic journals. You will

learn to distinguish true peer reviewed publications from ads disguised as peer review.
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https://validationinstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Part-1-How-to-tell-if-your-vendors-claims-are-valid.pdf
https://validationinstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Part-5-How-to-tell-if-your-vendors-claims-are-valid.pdf

